The causes of unhappiness to the exile are numerous. There are the absence from those dear to him, the strange surroundiugs, the unaccustomed habits he has to acquire, the imperfect sympathy that may exist between him and his enforced neighbours, the repeatedly occurring mental associations that will not allow him to forget his home, the alteration he has to make in his old familiar pursuits, and, in the case which is in all our minds, the existence of a climate in which full vigour of mind or body is impossible. All these he may have to bear ; strange would it be, then, if he did not sometimes regret his lot. Many are the expedients to which resort has been had tolesseu the sorrow of absence from fatherland. The Greek forced from his home, sojourning amongst races whom he looked on as barbarians, seeing many cities and men, left,
amongst them marks not to be effaced, of that culture of which the world has never seen the equal. The We would not recommend a too elaborate or extensive organization at first. Let it be commenced on a solid even if a small foundation, taking care to allow of plenty of room for extension, and the expenditure should be carefully proportioned to the receipts. The want for it is flagrant, and the only fear that need be indulged in, is that a too extensive circle of members at first may perhaps incite to a too large outlay. Once fairly established its success is certain, a great drawback to Indian life will then be removed, and perhaps some of us in after-days, when the term of our exile is over, will remember with regret the literary advantages we enjoyed in India.
